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Statement of need

Heart- and breathing biosignals increasingly gain popularity in academia and industry, sparked
by the availability of easy-to-use, low-cost biosignal sensors along with a growing ecosystem
of free, open-source software for the analysis of biosignals (Carreiras et al., n.d.; Makowski
et al., 2020). However, an open-source, freely available graphical user interface (GUI) for
biosignal analysis is currenly lacking. biopeaks addresses this need. Compared to application
programming interfaces (Carreiras et al., n.d.; Makowski et al., 2020), its GUI allows for
more intuitive and immediate visual interaction with the biosignal, which is especially valuable
during data preprocessing and exploration. At the time of writing, biopeaks is used in
multiple projects at the Gemhlab.

Functionality

• processing of open biosignal formats EDF (Kemp, Värri, Rosa, Nielsen, & Gade, 1992),
OpenSignals (“OpenSignals data visualization software bitalino,” n.d.), as well as plain
text files (.txt, .csv, .tsv)

• interactive biosignal visualization
• biosignal segmentation
• automatic extrema detection (R-peaks in electrocardiogram (ECG), systolic peaks in

photoplethysmogram (PPG), as well as exhalation troughs and inhalation peaks in
breathing biosignals) with biosignal-specific, sensible defaults

• automatic state-of-the-art artifact correction for ECG and PPG extrema
• point-and-click editing of extrema
• extraction of instantaneous features: rate and period for heart and breathing biosignals,

as well as breathing amplitude
• automatic analysis of multiple files (batch processing)
• .csv export of extrema and instantaneous features for further analysis (e.g., heart rate

variability)

An analyst who wants to extract information from heart or breathing biosignals performs mul-
tiple analysis steps. First, they verify if the biosignal’s quality is sufficient for analysis, since
biosignals can be corrupted for a number of reasons (e.g., movement artifacts, poor sensor
placement). biopeaks allows the analyst to quickly visualize a biosignal and interact with
it (panning, zooming) to evaluate its quality. If the analyst deems the biosignal’s quality
sufficient, they proceed to identify local extrema in the physiological time series. Local ex-
trema include R-peaks in ECG and systolic peaks in PPG, representing the contraction of the
ventricular heart muscle. In breathing biosignals, the relevant local extrema are inhalation
peaks and exhalation troughs. biopeaks detects these extrema automatically using three
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biosignal-specific algorithms. Breathing extrema are detected using a variant of the “zero-
crossing algorithm with amplitude threshold” (Khodadad et al., 2018). Systolic peaks in PPG
signals are identified using an implementation of “Method IV; Event-Related Moving Averages
with Dynamic Threshold” introduced by Elgendi et al. (Elgendi, Norton, Brearley, Abbott, &
Schuurmans, 2013). Lastly, the ECG R-peak detector is a custom algorithm that has been
evaluated on the Glasgow University Database (GUDB) (Howell & Porr, 2018) which con-
tains ECG signals along with R-peak annotations. The performance of the R-peak detector
has been evaluated in terms of sensitivity (aka recall; i.e., how many of the correct extrema
were detected?) and precision (i.e., how many of the detected extrema are correct extrema?).
Peak detection has been evaluated on the records of all 25 participants included in the GUDB
using the ECG channel corresponding to Einthoven lead II. The tolerance for true positive
peak detection was set to one sample. The GUDB has not been used to optimize the R-peak
detector prior to the performance evaluation. The performance at rest (sitting, 25 records)
and in dynamic conditions (handbike, 24 records due to the missing R-peak annotations of
participant 04) is as follows:

sitting handbike
precision mean .9995 .9855

std .0017 .0234
sensitivity mean .9974 .9853

std .0037 .0250

The code for performance evaluation is included in the biopeaks installation and can be
run without downloading the GUDB (the database is streamed). Despite the robust perfor-
mance of the extrema detectors, algorithmically identified extrema can be misplaced (false
positives) or extrema might be missed (false negatives), if there are noisy segments in the
biosignal. If left uncorrected, these errors can significantly distort subsequent analysis steps
(Berntson & Stowell, 1998). To address this problem and ensure the correct placement of
extrema, biopeaks offers intuitive point-and-click extrema editing (i.e., removing and adding
extrema). Additionally, for cardiac biosignals, biopeaks offers state-of-the-art automatic
extrema correction (Lipponen & Tarvainen, 2019). Finally, based on the local extrema, the
analyst can extract features from the biosignal. The features are based on temporal or am-
plitude differences between the local extrema. Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3 illustrate
the extraction of instantaneous heart period, breathing period, and breathing (inhalation)
amplitude respectively.
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Figure 1: Extraction of heart period (panel B) based on R-peaks in an ECG (panel A). Note that
this is conceptually identical to the extraction of heart period based on systolic peaks in PPG.

Figure 2: Extraction of breathing period (panel B) based on inhalation peaks in a breathing biosignal
(panel A).
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Figure 3: Extraction of inhalation amplitude (panel B) based on breathing extrema in a breathing
biosignal (panel A).

In summary, biopeaks is designed to make heart- and breathing biosignal inspection, extrema
detection and editing, as well as feature extraction fast and intuitive. It does not aim to offer
a suite of low-level signal processing tools (e.g., digital filter design), and abstracts these
details away with sensible biosignal-specific defaults. biopeaks is implemented in Python
using the cross-platform PySide2 framework (official Python bindings for Qt) (“Qt for Python
— Qt for Python,” n.d.), and leverages Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007), NumPy (Harris et al.,
2020), SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020) and pandas (McKinney, 2010) for visualization and signal
processing. There are freely available alternatives to biopeaks that are implemented in
MATLAB (Kaufmann, Sütterlin, Schulz, & Vögele, 2011; Sjak-Shie, 2019) or C# (Plesinger,
Jurco, Halamek, & Jurak, 2016). However, the source code of these tools is not available
(Kaufmann et al., 2011; Plesinger et al., 2016) or they are not released under an open source
license (Kaufmann et al., 2011; Plesinger et al., 2016; Sjak-Shie, 2019).
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